SECOND EXAM SAMPLE QUESTIONS

Select the best answer to each question. Print each answer, using CAPITAL letters, inside the box provided.

1. In what order would a child produce the following sentences?
   (1) that daddy shoe no  (2) that no daddy shoe  (3) that's not daddy’s shoe  (4) that not daddy shoe
   A. 1, 4, 2, 3
   B. 4, 3, 2, 1
   C. 4, 1, 2, 3
   D. 1, 2, 4, 3

2. A child who recites the lyrics to the song as “Row, row, row your boat…Life’s a butter dream” is manifesting a problem of
   A. overextension
   B. overregularization
   C. segmentation
   D. comprehension

Answer the question or fill in the word(s) that completes each statement.

1. Brown's stages of language development are defined by ___________MLU intervals___________________.
2. An example of an utterance with a contractible copula is ______that’s my ball___________________.

Match the descriptions in the left column to one of the terms in the right column.

1. bound morpheme  A. phrasal coordination
2. subordination  B. multiple sentence
3. milk and cookies  C. obligatory context

Any of the tasks from homework assignments 4-7 may appear as questions on the exam.

Study Suggestions
1. Study “Terminology to review for Second Exam”
2. Review all Powerpoint slides
3. Review your notes
4. Review homework assignments 4-7
5. Flip through assigned readings to remind yourself of their content